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This data includes a list of references, related reading or external links, but its sources remain unclear because it lacks inline citations. Archived from the original on April 2, 2015. Archived from the original on December 12, 2017. Retrieved May 13, 2016. defpro.com. The hull of the vehicle is made with steel and aluminum which provides protection
for the crew and the soldiers against the firing of small arms. Retrieved August 25, 2016. (July 2012) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) MRAP BAE Caiman A Summit County Sheriff SWAT BAE Caiman in Ohio.TypeMRAPPlace of origin United StatesService historyIn service2007–presentUsed bySee operatorsWarsIraq War
(2008–2011)War in Afghanistan (2008–present)Yemeni Civil War (2015–present)Libyan Civil War (2014–present)Production historyDesignerBAE Systems Platforms & ServicesArmor HoldingsStewart & StevensonManufacturerBAE Systems Platforms & ServicesSpecificationsCrew10 A Caiman is shown with all its crew after getting hit by a roadside
bomb in Iraq. The upgraded vehicle integrates a refurbished and improved armored capsule from an existing vehicle with a new high-power automotive power train, chassis and independent suspension made by ArvinMeritor.[3] Greater survivability is achieved through an enhanced monolithic floor, a strengthened chassis frame and better blast
absorbing seats.[4] On December 18, 2011, a Caiman was part of the last US military convoy out of Iraq, being the last vehicle to cross the border into Kuwait, signifying the end of US military presence and operations in the eight-year Iraq War. It is now produced by BAE Systems Platforms & Services, formerly BAE Systems Land & Armaments.
Starting in October 2013, local police and sheriff offices throughout the United States began assuming control of many Caiman 6x6 MTVs. The US Federal Government offered these vehicles to local jurisdictions as the need for them greatly decreased after the Iraq and Afghanistan wars ended. Design and protection The Caiman 6x6 is an armored
vehicle with a V-shaped hull design based on the Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles (FMTV) and Low Signature Armored Cab (LSAC), initially developed by Stewart & Stevenson. To increase the armor, the Caiman Plus 6x6 is fitted large applique armor boxes on the side of the hull, also referred as the "Mama Bear" protection kit.
www.armyrecognition.com. ^ "defence.professionals". As the other variants of the Caiman family vehicle, the Caiman Plus is based on the ultra-reliable FMTV (Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles) A1R chassis and the combat-proven Low Signature Armored Cab (LSAC), The Caiman Plus is an improved version of the standard Caiman wrapped with
applique armor boxes on its sides. This award did not include the Caiman. Armor Holdings also owned O'Gara-Hess & Eisenhardt (which had exclusive rights to the up-armor kits the U.S. Military selected for their Humvees) and Integrated Textile Systems (who had an ultra high molecular weight polyethylene fiber called Tensylon that is processed
into composite armor) at the time. Retrieved April 22, 2018. Retrieved June 29, 2016. Retrieved January 7, 2015.{{cite web}}: CS1 maint: archived copy as title (link) Wikimedia Commons has media related to BAE Caiman. A jammer system uses against IED threats is mounted at the front of the vehicle. By using our website, you agree that we can
place these types of cookies on your device. The Caiman is based on the chassis and automotives of the Medium Tactical Vehicle variant of the FMTV and features: 10-man crew capacity Tensylon composite armor[2] Armor enhancement capable Accepts all types of manned and remote weapons stations 85 percent parts commonality with standard
FMTV models (40,000 of which are already fielded) Full-time all wheel drive Fully automatic transmission Electronic Central Tire Inflation System (CTIS) Anti-lock braking system (ABS) Class V Interactive Electronic Technical Manuals (IETM) In August 2009, the U.S. Army announced that Oshkosh Defense had been awarded the FMTV A1P2 rebuy
production contract. Archived from the original on October 6, 2008. The purpose of design is to increase vehicle and crew survivability by deflecting an upward directed blast from a landmine or IED (Improvised Explosive Device) away from the vehicle, while also presenting a sloped armor face. ^ "Archived copy". Archived from the original on June
28, 2011. In September 2010 BAE Systems has been awarded a $629 million contract from the U.S. Mine Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) Joint Program Office (JPO) to upgrade 1,700 Caiman MRAP vehicles to Caiman Multi-Terrain Vehicle - Caiman MTV standard. The Caiman Plus 6x6 can run at a maximum speed of 105 km/h with a range of
650 km. Accessories Caiman's automotive design features include: Runflat Devices, Single Molded Piece with Integral Beadlock, Brakes, Primary Dual-Circuit, Four Channel Air,Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS) with Trailers ABS Connectors for Emergency Towing. Archived from the original on May 18, 2014. The Caiman Plus is designed and
manufactured by the Company BAE Systems. ^ United States Northwest Regional SWAT Team is now equipped with Caiman 6x6 MRAP vehicle Archived 2013-11-09 at the Wayback Machine - Armyrecognition.com, 3 November 2013 ^ "Archived copy". BAE Systems - International. June 21, 2016. "Caiman MTV 6x6 MRAP vehicle in service with UAE
army - December 2017 Global Defense Security news industry - Defense Security global news industry army 2017 - Archive News year". ^ "Iraqi special forces seen with new vehicles for Mosul offensive". The crew compartment is at the front with the driver and commander and the troop compartment at the rear. ^ Administrator. Caiman Plus CAT I
XM 130 MRAP Mine Resistant Armor Protected Vehicle
The Caiman Plus Cat I is a variant of the basic version of Caiman 6x6 with an upgrade of armour. Specifications Back to top One 7.62 mm or 12.7 mm machine gun central tire inflation, NBC filter, spare tires V-shaped hull, standard armour against small arms firing and shell splinters,
armour protection against IDED and land mines, applique armor boxes "Mama Bear" 105 km/h maximum speed on road Lenght, 7.49 m; Width, 2.54 m; Height, 3.32 m Back to top
Back to top
This website uses cookies to manage authentication, navigation, and other functions. By presenting its armor at an angle, it increases the amount of
material a ballistic projectile must pass through in order to penetrate the vehicle, and increases the chance of deflection. The contract specified delivery of 1,154 Category I MRAP vehicles and 16 Category II MRAP vehicles by the end of February 2008.[1] BAE Systems acquired Armor Holdings in 2007. Archived from the original on April 23, 2018.
Retrieved May 18, 2014.{{cite web}}: CS1 maint: archived copy as title (link) ^ United States approved major contract of MRAP vehicles for UAE Archived 2014-11-07 at the Wayback Machine - Armyrecognition.com, 27 September 2014 ^ "U.S. Delivers Armored MRAP Vehicles to Egyptian Military". ^ "Excess Defense Articles (EDA)". ^ "Error
Page". Archived from the original on May 17, 2016. On 13 July 2007, Armor Holdings received a prime contract award by the US Navy on the behalf of the US Marine Corps for $518.5 million under the Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehicle program. The Caiman is an armored vehicle with a V-hull design based on the Family of Medium Tactical
Vehicles (FMTV) and Low Signature Armored Cab (LSAC), initially developed by Stewart & Stevenson. The Caiman Plus 6x6 is motorized with a Caterpillar C-7 7.2 liter Diesel engine with ACERT technology developing 330 hp, coupled to a Type 1 Allison 3700SP Gen IV transmission and transfer case. The troops enter and leave via two doors in the
rear, both of which have each a bulletproof window. May 12, 2016. 1,150 vehicles were Caimans.[7] Operators Map with military BAE Caiman operators in blue NASA BAE Caiman Military operators Egypt: Egyptian Armed Forces — 400 Caiman Category II MRAPs [8][9] Iraq: Iraqi Special Operations Forces (ISOF)[10] Libya: Libyan National
Army[citation needed] Nigeria: Nigerian Army — part of a batch of 24 MRAPs delivered January 7, 2016[11] United Arab Emirates[12] United States: United States Armed Forces Yemen: Republic of Yemen Armed Forces/Southern transitional council Civilian operators United States: law enforcement agencies and other civilian users NASA Horry
County, South Carolina Police Department[13] Summit County, Ohio Sherriff's Department Saginaw County, Michigan Sherriff's Department Guthrie Police Department See also Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles (FMTV) References ^ Marine Corps News> MRAP Orders Approach 5,000 Archived 2008-02-05 at the Wayback Machine ^ "Article on
Tensylon based composite armor used in Caiman". The vehicle is part of the MRAP (Mine Resistant Armor Protected) family vehicles. Retrieved September 10, 2010. Archived from the original on May 13, 2016. Jane's Defence Weekly. Variants Caiman 4x4 Caiman 6x6 Technical Data Back to top Armament The Caiman Plus 6x6 can be fitted with
armored glass open top turret, armed with a 7.62 mm machine gun mounted on the top at the front of the crew compartment. Description The Caiman completed testing by the US Military at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds in July 2007. Stewart & Stevenson was later acquired in 2005 by Armor Holdings, which developed the Caiman from the FMTV
and LSAC designs. ^ "UNITED STATES SET TO PRESENT 24 MINE RESISTANT AMBUSH PROTECTED VEHICLES VALUED AT US$11 MILLION TO THE NIGERIAN ARMY TODAY". The Caiman MTV normally costs $412,000 but is sold for only its transportation costs to the local jurisdiction.[5][6] In September 2014, the U.S. approved a $2.5 billion
deal with the United Arab Emirates Army for over 4,500 surplus U.S. MRAPs for increased force protection, conducting humanitarian assistance operations, and protecting vital international commercial trade routes and critical infrastructure. Please help to improve this data by introducing more precise citations. The Caiman 6x6 Plus can be used for
a full range of missions as reconnaissance, convoy operations, troop transport, combat engineer and EOD missions for maneuver units. Retrieved from " Mobility The Caiman Plus 6x6 is based on the chassis of the FMTV AR1 chassis truck. Archived from the original on October 6, 2016. The Caiman plus is upgraded with 16 unique engineering change
proposals to include "MAMA Bear Protection", improved suspension, enhanced fire suppression and 570 AMP alternator. Retrieved July 14, 2008. January 7, 2016.
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